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The openness of modern network intelligent education provides a broader learning space for Chinese language learners. People pay more and more attention to network learning, and network intelligent teaching platforms are constantly emerging under this background. Intelligence is one of the most important characteristics of ITS. However, the current network teaching system is far from enough in the intellectualization of teaching content, form, and process. In order to improve the intelligence level of ITS, this paper studies the use of DL network with strong self-learning ability to build ITS. From the point of view of teaching students in accordance with their aptitude and accurately reflecting students’ learning state and characteristics, this paper analyzes the influencing factors in students’ learning process, puts forward factors such as students’ learning style and learning habits into the construction of a student model, and designs the student model. The future trend of ITS is predicted, and it is pointed out that this field with attractive development prospect is worthy of further research and design.

1. Introduction

In the network environment, Chinese language teaching workers need to reexamine the traditional communication media and teaching mode from the perspective of teaching practice, change ideas and roles, order the disordered oral Chinese teaching resources, and organically integrate modern information means with traditional language teaching means [1]. Teachers should be good at using network resources to design the learning process, and use the network to obtain each student’s learning information to regulate the learning process. Artistic Intelligence (AI), computer science, pedagogy, psychology, and behavioral science are all involved in the development of intelligent computer-assisted instruction systems [2]. The ultimate goal of the study is for the computer system to take on the relevant responsibilities of education and teaching, i.e., to endow the computer system with intelligence so that it can partially replace teachers in order to achieve the best teaching [3]. The openness of modern network education unquestionably expands the learning space available for Chinese language instruction. People are becoming more interested in network learning, and network teaching platforms are continuing to emerge as a result. However, managers and teachers find it difficult to obtain dynamic learning information from network learners due to the increasingly complex particularity and temporal and spatial separation of the network education environment [4]. This results in a simple reproduction of the book content of resources and one-sided pursuit of quantity and scale in the push mode of teaching resources [5]. With a diverse group of online learners and a large number of them, determining how to collect reliable learning status information and provide personalized learning services has become a pressing issue [3].

With the development of multimedia technology and network technology, building a new Chinese language model that breaks the tradition and is not limited by region and
time is an important issue that needs to be solved urgently [6]. In order to improve teaching efficiency and better train talents, people have been constantly exploring and trying to use new technologies and methods to improve teaching and learning methods and means [7]. At the same time, we hope to teach students according to their aptitude and carry out differentiated education according to students’ different learning foundation, learning ability, and other characteristics [8]. However, due to a lack of teacher resources and teaching efficiency requirements, it has been impossible to teach each student according to their aptitude. The Intelligent Teaching System (ITS) proposal makes it possible to accomplish this goal. By creating an open teaching environment, modern education based on the Internet overcomes the time and space constraints of traditional education [9]. It is critical for effectively utilizing the resource advantages of various existing education systems, realizing rational resource allocation, and developing education. It also offers a viable solution to the problem [10]. This paper proposes and establishes an intelligent Chinese language network teaching system model to address the shortcomings of the existing network teaching system.

Intelligent teaching is an important development direction of computer-aided teaching. It is an open interactive teaching formed by using computer to simulate the teaching thinking process of teaching experts and taking students as the center and computer as the medium [11]. Based on modern educational theory, intelligent teaching introduces the latest achievements of AI, psychology, cognitive science, and other disciplines into computer-aided teaching, seeks the mode of learning cognition by studying the characteristics and process of human learning thinking, and enables students to obtain knowledge through personalized adaptive learning, so as to achieve the purpose of real individualized teaching [12]. The research on intelligent computer-assisted instruction system in China started relatively late. The research work started is mainly concentrated in a few universities and research institutions intermittently, most of them are systems for research and demonstration, and few systems have been strictly evaluated [13]. With the rapid development of intelligent computer-assisted instruction system, it will play a positive role in promoting China’s education reform. This paper constructs a Chinese language teaching system model based on deep learning (DL). Based on the analysis of the serious defects of adaptability and personalization in the current online learning system, and on the basis of development practice, this paper discusses how to extract parameters such as behavior data and performance information of online learners by using key technologies such as fuzzy evaluation algorithm and Neural Network (NN) in ITS.

2. Related Work

According to literature [14], language teaching workers in a networked environment must reexamine traditional communication media and teaching modes from the perspective of teaching practice, change ideas and roles, and realize the ordering of disordered Chinese teaching resources. Reference [15] obtains a framework and design pattern that can quickly construct a college English teaching system with clear structure and reliable performance through research on the modeling of college English teaching system using UML modeling language. The current network teaching platform, according to literature [16], has a wide range of learning contents, and each platform only focuses on cultivating students’ abilities in some aspects, rather than cultivating all-round abilities of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Literature [17] seamlessly blends modern information technology with traditional language teaching methods. According to the literature [18], teachers should be skilled at using network resources to design the learning process and obtaining each student’s learning information to regulate the learning process. According to the literature [19], the student model is at the heart of ITS individualized teaching and is responsible for the systematic representation of students’ knowledge level, cognitive ability, learning motivation, learning style, learning history change, and other data. According to literature [20], these issues in the current Chinese language network teaching platform must be addressed immediately, and it is critical to develop a comprehensive, interactive, personalized, and feedback Chinese language teaching platform. According to literature [21], the main function of a network teaching platform is to display students’ characteristics and attitudes and to provide a foundation for the realization of intelligent teaching objectives, teaching contents, and teaching strategies. Literature [22] proposed that educational objectives should include cognitive ability, motor skills, and emotion, in which the objectives of cognitive ability are divided into six levels according to the complexity of intellectual activities. Literature [23] studies the modeling of network college English teaching system based on UML. Through in-depth research, the framework and modeling diagram of online college English teaching system are designed. Literature [5] proposes that the student model is formed according to the interaction and response history between the students and the system, which can be dynamically modified according to students’ learning situation, and the system can carry out individualized teaching through the student model. In view of the shortcomings of the existing teaching system, literature [24] proposed an intelligent network teaching system model. Based on previous studies and the current situation of Chinese language network teaching system, this paper constructs a Chinese language teaching system model based on DL. It also classifies students’ learning characteristics and provides different teaching strategies and teaching contents according to different characteristics. The model can dynamically establish a personalized learning environment according to the characteristics of students and can truly realize individualized teaching.

3. Methodology

3.1. Theoretical Basis of ITS Construction. The concept of DL is derived from the research of Artificial Neural Network. A multilayer perceptron with multiple hidden layers is a DL structure. DL combines low-level features to form a more abstract high-level representation attribute category or
feature to discover distributed feature representations of data. The motivation for studying DL is to establish a NN that simulates the human brain’s analysis and learning. It mimics the mechanism of the human brain to interpret data, such as images, sounds, and texts. DL is a general term for a type of pattern analysis method. In terms of specific research content, it mainly involves three types of methods: Convolutional Neural Network, self-encoding NN based on multilayer neurons, and deep confidence network [25]. NN has strong learning ability; that is, the main characteristics of training samples can be abstracted through training, so it has strong fault tolerance and memory association ability, can process information in parallel, and therefore has a faster information processing speed. Applying NN to ITS can effectively improve the system’s intelligence, adaptability, and response speed.

The combination of computer-aided education and AI, as well as the use of AI in teaching, is referred to as ITS. The intersection of AI, cognitive science, educational theory, and other disciplines produces it. It can be used as an adaptive learning support system to provide individualized instruction, knowledge, and guidance to students with various needs and characteristics. ITS looks for the mode of learning cognition by studying the thinking characteristics and process of human learning. Simultaneously, it aims for personalized teaching; determining students' personal teaching methods and contents based on psychological characteristics, cognitive level, existing knowledge base, cognitive structure, learning habits, learning style, and motivation; and selecting appropriate teaching strategies, in order to provide students with learning contents and progress that are consistent with their learning characteristics. Students develop their abilities as well as their knowledge through personalized and adaptive learning [26]. ITS is a new method and a new way to realize the modernization of teaching means, as it can fully exploit students’ enthusiasm, can assist students in developing their intelligence and ability, and is a new method and a new way to help students develop their intelligence and ability. Expert model, student model, teacher model, and intelligent man-machine interface are the four main components of a typical ITS. The basic structure of ITS is shown in Figure 1.

The student model is one of the core components of ITS intelligence, and ITS can use it to implement personalized teaching for learners. A student model is a data structure that depicts the cognitive characteristics of learners. On the one hand, it keeps track of the learner’s name, gender, number, and other basic information; on the other hand, it accurately reflects the learner’s knowledge level, learning ability, psychological state, and other factors. The model of students changes dynamically in response to interactions between the students and the system, as well as the learning situation, and serves as the foundation for the system’s determination of teaching strategies and resources. The expert model is used to represent relevant knowledge in the teaching field, as well as problem-solving knowledge that experts can use to solve related problems [27]. As for the teacher model, its primary responsibility is to choose appropriate teaching materials and present them to students in appropriate formats, while adhering to certain teaching principles. The key to this module’s operation is knowing how to organize the teaching content, or how to teach. The Intelligent interface serves as the system’s and users’ interactive interface, providing intelligent multimedia knowledge input, user information and behavior acquisition, and knowledge output for other modules. Natural language processing, knowledge base maintenance, student model initialization, teacher model adaptive adjustment, and other functions are all part of the ITS intelligent man-machine interface.

Student model is a data structure representing learners’ cognitive state, and it is the basis of ITS intelligent teaching. The dynamic structure of the student model shows the formation and relationship of the four components of the ITS in the learning process, as well as their roles in teaching decision. It can be seen that the student model is a dynamic structure, which tracks students’ learning activities. By analyzing students’ learning behaviors, it records and adjusts the information describing students’ personalized characteristics, such as their knowledge structure, learning ability, and learning habits, so as to draw new teaching strategies. Among them, the decision-making mechanism is in the central position, and its functions are maintenance of relevant databases, generation of decisions, resolution of decision conflicts, etc. The dynamic structure of the student model is shown in Figure 2.

At present, there is a lot of research on ITS, including some student models, but these student models generally have some problems such as lack of intelligence. Student model is the most difficult part of ITS design at present, and it is also a hot issue in ITS research. Therefore, constructing a suitable student model is the focus of ITS construction. The model should be able to timely and correctly reflect the essential characteristics and state of students’ learning behavior; that is, it reflects students’ mastery and understanding of a certain learning content, learning style, habits and learning ability contained in learning behavior, etc. At present, students’ models are generally classified into covering model, differential model, deviation model, and cognitive model.

In the covering model, the domain knowledge that students want to learn and its constraint relation are represented as a directed knowledge structure diagram, the learning state of students is regarded as the subgraph of this diagram, and the learning process is regarded as the approximation process of the subgraph to the original diagram. The system based on this model can get the defects of students’ knowledge structure according to the comparison between the domain knowledge structure diagram and the students’ knowledge state diagram, so as to recommend the contents to be learned to students. The deviation model records the deviations of the students’ problem-solving path from the expert path. These deviations describe some deficiencies of students in this knowledge point and can give specific remedial measures according to the types of deviations. The cognitive model reflects the differences in cognitive ability and cognitive structure of each individual learner. By analyzing the cognitive differences of students, we can understand their initial learning ability and
knowledge structure. The purpose of analyzing students’ cognitive ability and cognitive structure is to formulate effective teaching strategies for specific teaching tasks. The differential model divides learners’ knowledge into two parts: the pre-grant and the knowledge beyond the pre-grant, which is further expanded than the covering model, but its essence is the covering model.

3.2. Construction of Intelligent Teaching System. Based on the idea of intelligent teaching, the architecture of intelligent network teaching system is designed as three-tier B/S structure: user interaction layer, teaching application layer, and database server layer. The user interaction layer includes the interaction interfaces of students, teachers, and system administrators and realizes the interaction between the system and users through browsers. The student interaction interface is the individualized teaching content and learning interface provided by the system for different learners. Students log in to the system first and then participate in the pre-assessment test voluntarily, so that the system can get a preliminary understanding of students’ knowledge level, cognitive ability, learning style, favorite learning strategies and so on. In the follow-up study, the system will select the learning contents in the teaching knowledge base that are suitable for students’ characteristics and actual level according to the students’ learning history, interaction with the system, and performance in the system diagnostic test and dynamically organize students’ learning by the teaching strategies in the teaching model. During the learning process, the system dynamically generates the teaching process according to the student model.

Students can choose, judge, and deal with a large amount of knowledge using an intelligent reasoning mechanism in the intelligent teaching assistant system, which makes the learning content more targeted and improves the learning effect. The foundation of all development is system analysis, which is an important stage of software engineering. In the stage of system analysis, an accurate understanding of the system requirements and the internal operating mechanism of the system is helpful in accurately grasping the system requirements, so that the specific content of software development can be correctly determined. To fully understand the users’ requirements for the system, we should complete
the work of determining the content of system requirements, determining all involved elements, and establishing corresponding models for the current problems to be solved through system analysis.

After learning a knowledge point, students first consolidate their knowledge through corresponding exercises and then assess their cognitive ability through tests. The test questions of each knowledge point include three types: single-choice questions, judgment questions, and fill-in-the-blank questions. Each question can test at least one of the above six cognitive abilities. When students test, if they answer a question correctly, the cognitive ability of one or more items corresponding to the question will be 1; if they answer the question incorrectly, it will be -1; and if they do not answer it, it will be 0. After the students finish the questions of a certain question type, they can calculate each cognitive ability of the students in this question type as follows:

\[ r_i = \frac{n_{ij}(1)}{n_{ij}(1) + n_{ij}(-1)} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 6. \]  

Among them, \( 1 \leq j \leq n \), where \( n \) is the number of test questions of this question type. \( n_{ij}(1) \) is the number of times the \( i \)-th cognitive ability is answered correctly in this question-type test. \( n_{ij}(-1) \) is the number of wrong answers to the \( i \)-th cognitive ability in this question-type test.

Suppose the test question types for each knowledge point include multiple choice questions, true or false questions, and fill-in-the-blank questions. According to (1), the cognitive abilities of each question type are calculated to form the cognitive ability evaluation of all question types. The matrix is as follows:

\[ R = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{r}_{11} & \mathbf{r}_{12} & \cdots & \mathbf{r}_{16} \\ \mathbf{r}_{21} & \mathbf{r}_{22} & \cdots & \mathbf{r}_{26} \\ \mathbf{r}_{31} & \mathbf{r}_{32} & \cdots & \mathbf{r}_{36} \end{bmatrix}. \]  

Among them, \( \mathbf{r}_{11} \sim \mathbf{r}_{16} \) represent the evaluation values of the six cognitive abilities of single-choice questions. \( \mathbf{r}_{31} \sim \mathbf{r}_{36} \) represent the evaluation values of the six cognitive abilities of true and false questions. \( \mathbf{r}_{31} \sim \mathbf{r}_{36} \) represent the evaluation values of the six cognitive abilities of the fill-in-the-blank question.

Knowledge base, as a crucial component of an intelligent teaching assistant system, primarily provides a guiding, adaptive, open, and operable framework, as well as service facilities. It also provides a standardized knowledge input organization for various disciplines’ knowledge, as well as other teaching resources that are organized and managed in accordance with it. This will allow users to create their own knowledge system, providing a solid foundation for the development and integration of all types of knowledge applications. In addition, the core knowledge in the teaching field will be decomposed into interrelated knowledge points, forming a knowledge tree, with a visual and operational knowledge tree editing interface that makes it easy for teachers to input teaching knowledge into the knowledge base.

The whole processing process of NN is a quantitative process for students’ participation in a course. The system divides the degree of participation into three levels: positive, general, and negative. The input of NN includes \( n \) variables such as the evaluation value of the three levels of participation, discussion, resources, learning progress, and the frequency of browsing the course web page. The degree of students’ participation in the course is selected as the output node, which actually completes a nonlinear mapping from \( n \)-dimensional space to one-dimensional space.

\[ F_{bp}: \mathbf{X} \rightarrow \mathbf{Y}, \]

\[ \mathbf{X} = \{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4, \ldots, X_n\}, \]

\[ \mathbf{Y} = \{Y\}, \]  

where \( X_1, X_2, X_3 \) represent the evaluation values of 3 levels of participation. \( X_4, \ldots, X_n \) express the discussion situation, resource situation, etc. \( Y \) represents the degree of student participation in the course.

Learning evaluation table records the learning results of each knowledge point in the unit after each test, which is the basis for adjusting students’ knowledge table and error type table, calculating cognitive ability, and then forming teaching strategies. The module of the expert decision-making mechanism can be regarded as the inference engine in the intelligent teaching assistant system. Generally, it adopts the method of combining two levels of reasoning, that is, reasoning based on semantic network and reasoning based on production rules. Among them, reasoning based on semantic network is used to determine the teaching content, while reasoning based on production rules is used to determine the teaching strategy. Different from rule-based reasoning, case-based reasoning is regarded as reasoning based on previous experience. Therefore, in some intelligent teaching assistant systems, case-based reasoning is adopted.

The calculation of cognitive ability is to solve the problem of quantitative evaluation and measurement of cognitive ability. According to the different methods of evaluation and measurement of cognitive ability, there can be different methods to determine the cognitive ability of students. Define the weights of various question types:

\[ W = (W_1, W_2, W_3). \]  

The weight of a single-choice question is as follows:

\[ W_1 = \frac{\omega_1}{\omega_1 + \omega_2 + \omega_3} \]  

The weight of the true or false question is as follows:

\[ W_2 = \frac{\omega_2}{\omega_1 + \omega_2 + \omega_3} \]  

The weight of the fill-in-the-blank question is as follows:

\[ W_3 = \frac{\omega_3}{\omega_1 + \omega_2 + \omega_3} \]  

\[ W_1, W_2, W_3 = 1. \]  

Among them, \( \omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3 \) are, respectively, the evaluation value of the average answer of each question type of a
number of students after the test (the $W_1, W_2, W_3$ value is given by an expert at the beginning and can be dynamically adjusted after a certain number of student tests).

Use (2) and weight $W$ to calculate the final evaluation results of various cognitive abilities:

$$E = R \bullet W = (E_1, E_2, E_3, E_4, E_5, E_6).$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Calculate the comprehensive cognitive ability of students after learning this knowledge point:

$$S = \sum_{i=1}^{6} E_i \times M_i.$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

Among them, $M_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, 6)$ is the weight of a certain cognitive ability (the weights of the six cognitive abilities are given by experts). This is a model of the cognitive abilities of students. The learning strategy library keeps track of the learning strategies for each knowledge point acquired through decision in the next round of learning. The next round of learning may consist of relearning a portion of the knowledge from the previous unit or learning a new unit. Determine the learning content, knowledge presentation, teaching methods, and test question generation, among other strategies. In fact, the intelligent interface module is a component that allows the system and users to interact. It not only allows students to input and register their information, but also allows them to communicate with the system. Natural language processing, internal processing of man-machine dialogue, systematic knowledge base maintenance, initialization of student model, adaptive teacher model adjustment, and other technologies are examples of related technologies. This module provides an excellent setting for using negotiation, debate, conversation, and other teaching methods.

The student knowledge base describes and records students’ learning progress and level, as well as the types of mistakes made by students in each knowledge point. “Mastery degree” means the students’ mastery degree of this knowledge point, and the system can set a threshold. If the knowledge points with test scores higher than the threshold are considered as mastered, the system will no longer arrange learning. Below the threshold, the system will arrange to continue learning. In the vicinity of the threshold, it will prompt students to choose whether to continue to strengthen their knowledge. The “error number” indicates the types of errors made by students in testing this knowledge point. The system can get the corresponding error description information and learning tips from the error type table and provide them to students for targeted learning.

4. Results Analysis and Discussion

The cognitive model is an essential component of the student model. People have been studying the human cognitive process for many years. Although some progress has been made, because the human cognitive process is such a complex problem, establishing an ideal student cognitive model at this stage is only an ideal. We must first solve the problem of how to represent cognitive ability in order to determine students’ cognitive ability. Students have a variety of preferences. Two preferences are taken into account in this design: knowledge teaching and knowledge presentation. The teaching method of knowledge refers to how students prefer to be educated, and the presentation of knowledge refers to the media in which learning content is presented. We can use graphics to individually represent the data in the model. This is a line chart with coordinates: time, degree of participation, and variable value of cognitive ability, as shown in Figure 3. It has the advantage of being able to intuitively reflect the changing trend of students’ related data for teachers to analyze and choose from.

Considering that the student model is mainly used to reflect the dynamic characteristics of students in the learning process, it can provide personalized teaching services for learners. Therefore, we use graphics to represent the data in the model hierarchically. Under the condition of different combinations of participation degree and cognitive ability, the system can automatically choose teaching strategies as a guiding graph. Its advantage is that various teaching resources can be placed in nine areas, analyzed, and selected. The system can provide a brand-new resource service mode of customized service, instant service, and active service for students in different regions, and teachers can also adopt different teaching strategies for students in different regions. The time domain waveform of data distribution obtained by DL algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

It is necessary to consider the cultivation and improvement of students’ knowledge memory, classification, induction, and deduction abilities in the ITS student model, as well as reminding students to use deep learning. Thus, the corresponding teacher model can adjust the learning content and teaching methods, while giving suggestions on learning methods, rather than simply letting students learn a certain part of the content again; compare and analyze the questions answered by students; find out the reasons; especially analyze and diagnose the causes of errors; and feed them back to the corresponding teacher model. If the students scored well on the basic knowledge portion of the test but poorly on the comprehensive application test, the students may engage in shallow learning, and the teaching system should provide reminders and suggestions on learning methods, so that the effect of ITS teaching students in accordance with their aptitude can be better reflected. We have experimented on the practicability of the Chinese language intelligent education system, and the distribution of students’ scores before and after use is shown in Figure 5.

The experimental results show that most students think that the system can effectively promote students’ Chinese language learning, especially their learning cognitive ability. The teaching methods are divided into seven types: focusing on details, detailed description, general description, examples, brief description, prompt, and review. Students can choose a teaching method according to their own characteristics at the beginning of school hours, and the teaching module dynamically adjusts the teaching method during the
Figure 3: Student model line chart.

Figure 4: Time domain waveform diagram of data distribution.

Figure 5: Comparison of student achievement distribution.
learning process. Teaching strategies are used to adjust the teaching content according to the student model in the teaching process. This strategy library has designed three teaching strategies. ① Continue to learn this knowledge point. ② Learn the prerequisite knowledge points for learning this knowledge point. ③ Learn the subsequent knowledge points of this knowledge point. In this experiment, 100 students were selected to use and score the original teaching system and this teaching system. The score data of the original teaching system and this teaching system are shown in Figure 6.

Students’ study habits, their age, the correct knowledge they have and the degree to which they have mastered it, their study history, and their personality characteristics, among other things, should all be taken into account when designing the student model. Students’ learning behavior in the student model includes total time, time spent learning a specific content, and time spent solving a specific problem. The accuracy rate drops to varying degrees, accompanied by a slight fluctuation, and the classification effect decreases as the feature dimension of Chinese language education increases. The relationship between the dimension of deep learning features obtained from two groups of experiments on the same batch of samples and the discrimination results is shown in Figure 7.

In the process of learning, students may be dissatisfied with or afraid of a certain course because they always make mistakes in doing the questions, thus taking a negative attitude to do or not do it. The system will repeat it according to students’ performance until they learn, and students will become more and more bored, which makes the teaching effect not good. After adding students’ emotions, the system can help students overcome this psychological state by appropriate means when students are in a bad state. Experiments are carried out on the data obtained in this paper, and the change trend of the target value with the number of iterations is shown in Figure 8.

NN modifies the connection weights of the network structure through adaptive algorithm, so that the network approaches the expected input-output relationship, can automatically adjust the parameters according to the changes of input data, and can optimize the system to better reflect the learning characteristics of students. The number of input level nodes is 5. The output layer is designed according to the students’ learning state and characteristics to be expressed. At present, the set output includes the mastery of a certain learning content, learning methods, and learning habits. The number of hidden layers is set as needed. The model realizes the interaction between the users and the system, and it is the interface of two-way activities of teaching and learning, including student interaction interface, teacher interaction interface, and administrator interaction interface; at the same time, it includes the design of interfaces among the models. The model mainly uses web to express and communicate the content. Because of the untimely feedback of online learners’ learning information, which is common in Chinese language teaching systems, it is difficult for teachers and managers to actively acquire the learning status of online learners. The intelligent network teaching system based on DL is designed and implemented in this section. The system uses NN and other technologies to analyze, mine, and establish student models in a shared environment of network “teaching and learning” with curriculum as the focal point. The basic teaching strategies used in the teaching process are determined based on the individual needs of students, and they are provided with a brand-new resource service mode of customized service, instant service, and active service.
5. Conclusions

In the information age, all things, environment, and information that can be used to achieve the goal of education and teaching can be regarded as educational resources. Therefore, in the process of Chinese language teaching, those that can be used to create Chinese language learning environment can be regarded as teaching resources. In today’s educational reform environment, the intelligent teaching assistant system will play an increasingly important role. At present, there are not many achievements in this field in China, and even fewer systems can really be put into teaching practice. This field with attractive development prospects deserves our further study and discussion. Because the learning process and the factors affecting learning are very complicated, it is necessary to further study the factors affecting learning; the description, recording, and evaluation methods of learning activities; and the complex relationship between learning objectives, students’ characteristics, teaching strategies, and learning effects and build a more scientific student model. In this paper, object-oriented modeling, teacher model, student model, and background support model are created in the system. It has solved the problems that the current development system is not fully functional and cannot realize personalized and interactive Chinese language teaching. The Chinese language teaching system model based on DL designed in this paper can adjust itself according to students’ learning behavior; judge students’ learning level, ability, learning style, and other student status and characteristics; and provide necessary information for teaching modules and expert modules, so that it can provide personalized learning resources and environment for students. At the same time, it is of great practical significance to improve the intelligence of ITS and teach students in accordance with their aptitude.
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